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Large-scale corpus of spontaneous speech can be a powerful tool for the 

study of language variation. Moreover, given that the corpus is publicly available, 

corpus-based analysis could open up the possibility of follow-up analysis in this 

area of linguistic study. Generally speaking, follow-up study is highly desirable in 

sciences but so far it has been virtually impossible in the area of socio-linguistics 

due to the lack of shared corpus. In this paper, I will present some results of the 

analyses of the Corpus of争ontaneousJapanese (CSJ) that we developed in the 

years 1999-2003. 

CSJ is a large, richly annotated corpus of spontaneous speech of present-day 

Japanese (http://www2.kokken.go.jp／.～c宅j/public/index.l

660 hours of speech uttered by mor巴也an1400 speakers. This corpus was designed 

primarily for statistical machine learning of acoustic-and language-models for 

automatic spontaneous speech recognition, but it was also designed for the study 

oflanguage variation. 

So far, we have analyzed variations at different levels of language s仕uctures

including, vowel devoicing, pitch-accent location in adjectives, coalescence of 

particle succession, moraic nasalization of particles, diffusion of the new potential 

verb forms, choice of phrase-final boundary pitch movements (BPM), and sむength

of the prosodic boundary preceding accented particle. In addition to these, analysis 

of word-form variation was conducted. The last analysis was concerned not only 

with individual lexical items, but also with the lexicon as a whole. 

Key words: spontaneous speech, corpus, variation, intonation, Japanese 

1. Introduction 

Linguistic variation is a statistical phenomenon. Prediction of the occuηence of a 

* I am very grateful to my colleagues and former colleagues at the NIJL who participated in the 

CSJ project and analysis oflanguage variation; Ranae Koiso, Hideki O思rra,Masaya Y ama忽ichi,

Hideaki Kikuchi, Taka戸lkiKagomiya, Wataru Tsukahara, Kiyoko Yoneyama, Masako Fuiimoto, 

Kenya Nishikawa, Yoko Mabuchi, Yohichi Maki, Kenii Yamazumi, Takehiko Maruyama and 

Y osuke Igarashi. 
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given variant is possible only on probabilistic ground even when the context in which 

the variant is located is given. The natural consequence is that the study of linguistic 

variation tends to require large amount of data. This is particularly true when one wants 

to study variants whose occuηences are influenced by many factors encompassing both 

linguistic and social aspects of the target language. 

Accordingly, those linguists who study variation are among the people who most 

enthusiastically welcome the availability of large-scale co中oraand the rise of a new 

discipline called corpus linguistics. Today, as a ma悦erof fact, substantial parts of 

introductory textbooks bf corpus linguistics are devoted to the study of variation. 

While this may be加 efor written language, the situation is drastically different for 

spoken language. It is also true with spoken language that the study of variation requires 

large amounts of data. What is drastically different from the case of written language is 

that there isn’t any co甲山 ofspoken language that could be used for the study of language 

variation. 

This may appear odd given the facts that 50% of the data collected by the Survey 

of English Eゐα＇geproject (known today as the London-Lund Corpus), and 10% of the 

British National Corpus are devoted for spoken language. In the case of the SEU, the 

total amount of data, 500 thousand words, is too small to conduct complex analyses, 

and in the case of BNC, the transcription is too broad to get fine information about the 

phonetic details. In addition, probably the most important drawback is that both corpora 

do not provide speech sound files (In the case of BNC, we can listen to the speech 

materials in the British Library, but the materials are not publicly available). 

In the field of speech engineering, on the other hand, statistical approach, hence 

co甲山・basedapproach, has been the main-stream for at least 20 years. Spoken language 

co中orahave been widely used for the pu中oseof automatic learning of language-

and/or acoustic-models for automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. Later on, in the 

1990s, co中us幽basedspeech synthesis was also developed. It turned out that it was 

possible to synthesize naturally四 soundingspeech just by making optimal concatenation 

of labeled speech sounds in the co中ora.

Corpora compiled for speech processing pu中osesare, however, of little use for the 

study of language variation, because the speech material is hardly spontaneous. 

Typicallぁthematerials in such co中oraare spoken version of written texts like newspaper 

articles or so-called phonemically balanced sentences. These materials were pronounced, 

typically, by professional narrators to have as small a number of fluctuations as possible. 

Accordingly, scholars of language variations had to compile databases, or co中ora,

of their own each time they started examining a new variable. Needless to say, it is a 

time-consuming effort. Moreover, those co中oraconstructed for personal use become 

rarely available for other researchers. 
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I didn’t hesitate much，泊 February1998, when the director general Seiichi Yamamoto 

of the ATR spoken language translation laboratory (currently professor of Doshisha 

University) called me and asked if I was willing to be one of two sub-leaders of a new 

speech processing project in which I was expected to design and compile a large co中国

of spontaneous Japanese under the supervision of professor Sadaoki Furui of the Tokyo 

Institute of Technology. I could almost intuitively understand that it was a good occasion 

for the discipline of the study of language variation. 

Almost a year later, we submitted a research proposal to the former Science and 

Technology Agency (currently a part of the Ministry of Education), and the proposal 

was accepted without much ado. This is how the Spontaneous Speech: Corpus and 

Processing Technology project got started in the spring of 1999. This was a five-year 

(1999・2003)joi凶 projectof the National Institute for Japanese Language (NIJL), the 

National Institute for Information and Communications Technology (aka Communi-

cations Research Laboratory till 2001 ), and the Tokyo Institute of Technology. 

Although the goal of the project was to develop a prototype system for the next 

generation ASR system that could recognize spontaneous speech, there was a clear 

consensus among the project members that development of large-scale spontaneous 

speech co中uswas the key issue. In the五rstsix months or so of the project, my colleagues 

and I concen仕atedour e宜ortsin designing a co中山由atcould capture as much information 

as possible about the variability-both physical and linguistic-of spontaneous speech, 

based upon the belief that an optimal co甲山 ofspontaneous speech designed for ASR 

system could be an excellent resource for the study of language variation as well. 

2. Outline of the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese 

The spontaneous speech developed by the abovementioned project is known as the 

Corpus of争ontaneo附 Japanese,or CSJ. It was released in June 2004, and more than 

300 copies have been p町 chasedby researchers in various research institutions including 

universities, national laboratories, and companies. 

2.1 The size 

Table 1 shows the whole size of CSJ with respect to the numbers of words, speakers, 

talks, and total ho町 ofrecorded speech. The number of speakers is smaller than the 

number of talks because there were many speakers who provided more than one talk. 
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Table 1: Size of CSJ 

N of running words 

N of different speakers 

N of talks 

Total hour of spe氾ch

7,525,125 

1,417 

3,302 

662 

Table 2 shows the type of talks recorded in the CSJ. Parenthesized numbers of 

speakers were counted more than twice. As shown in the ‘MODE’column of the table 

most of speech materials are devoted to monologues, but at the same time, they cover 

wide range of speaking styles ranging from read speech to free conversation.‘Reread 

speech' is the reading aloud of the仕anscriptionof spontaneous speech previously uttered 

by the same speakers. 

Difference of talk旬pesis an important factor of data analyses when we conduct 

linguistic analysis of language variation. Fig. 1 shows the ratio(%) of word同 formvariation, 

i.e. the total number of non-standard variants divided by the number of total occurrence 

of the word in question multiplied by 100, as a function of the type of talks. There is a 

clear correlation between the ratio of word-form variation and the expected ranking of 

speaking style. See also §4ユ

Table 2: Type of talks in CSJ 

TYPE OF TALKS MODE NFILE NSPKER HOUR 

Academic Presentation Speech (APS) Monologue 987 819 274.4 

Simulated Public Speaking (SPS) Monologue 1,715 594 329.9 

Public Lectures (PL) Monologue 19 16 24.1 

Interview on APS Dialogue 10 (10) 2.1 

Interview on SPS Dialogue 16 (16) 3.4 

Task-oriented dialogue Dialo忠ie 16 (16) 3.1 

Free dialogue Dialogue 16 (16) 3.6 

Reread speech 民fonologue 16 (16) 5.5 

Read speech Monologue 507 (248) 15.5 
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Figure 1: Correlation between the type of talks and the ratio of word幽 formvariation 

2.2 Speakers 

Another important social factor of language variation is the age of speakers. Fig. 2 

shows the distribution of the CSJ speakers with respect to their birth years that were 

sectionalized for everγdecade. There is clear difference between the speakers of APS 

and those of SPS. 

APS speakers are heavily concentrated in their twenties, because most of the APS 

speakers were graduate students. SPS speakers, on the other hand, shows less skewed 

distribution compared to APS. This is because SPS speakers were recruited so that their 

age and sex show distribution as uniform as possible. Note, in passing, that the number 

of speakers shown in Fig. 2 is the total (cum叫ative)number of speakers (iふ oneand 

the same speaker may be counted more than twice when he/she gave more than two 

talks). If we count the number of different speakers as in Fig. 3, distribution of the SPS 

speakers is not as uniform as in Fig. 2, but it is still much more uniform compared to the 

distribution of the different APS speakers. 
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Figure 2: Number of total speakers as a Figure 3: Number of different speakers as a 

おnctionof their birth year function of their birth year 

Table 3: Distribution of the cumulative number of speakers 

SEX APS SPS PL READ REREAD INTERVIEW Total 

FEMALE 173 910 9 252 8 29 1,381 

MALE 814 805 10 255 8 29 1,921 

Total 987 1715 19 507 16 58 3,302 

Table 4: Distribution of the number of different speakers 

SEX APS SPS PL READ REREAD & INTERVIEW Total 

FEMALE 138 331 6 (122) (8) 470 

MALE 681 263 10 (124) (8) 947 

Total 819 594 16 (246) (16) 1,417 

Tables 3 and 4 show the distribution of speakers’sex as a function of talk types. 

Parenthesized numbers in the latter t油leindicate that the speakers were already counted 

as the speakers in other types of talks. All speakers of read speech, reread speech, and 

interview speech were counted more than twice. Note that the speakers of reread speech 

and interviewees of interview speech belong to the same group of speakers. 

2.3 Annotations 

As shown in Fig. 4, CSJ consists of several layers differing in the richness of 

annotation. This multi“layer s加 cturewas intr吋 ucedinto the corpus to satisfシincompatible

needs of the corpus: richness of annotation and the size of co中山．

The Core of the CSJ includes half a million words and is the part of the co中usto 

which the cost of annotation was concentrated, the most crucial difference being the 
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application of segmental and intonation labeling. Moreover, there are two more layers 

inside the Core that differ in the richness of annotation. The richest part in the Core are 

annotated with respect to segmental label, intonation label, dependency struc加relabel, 

impression rating, and, topic struc郎relabel, in addition to the following annotations that 

are provided for all speech files, i.e., two”way transcription，同ro-wayPOS information, 

clause boundary information, impression rating, and, information about the speaker and 

the talk per se. 

The rest of this section is devoted to a brief introduction to some of the CSJ 

annotations that will be referred to in the sections on language variation. 

CSJ as a whole (7.52 million words) 

Two幽wayPOS info (manual) 
Segment label 
Intonation label 

Monoloaue part of the Core 
Clause boundary info (manual) 
Dependency structure label 
Impression rating (multiplex) 

!"small subset of the Core 

乃花山山re1似 ； 

Speech signal 

Two-way transcription 

Two-way POS info (automatic) 

Clause boundary label (automatic) 

Impression r品ting(simplex) 

Speaker & talk info 

XML document 

Manual POS info (one 
million words) 

Figure 4: Layered structure of annotation in the CSJ 

2.3.1 Twかwaytranscription 

Transcription of Japanese speech requires special treatment, because the language’s 

orthography has a verγhigh degree of freedom.τhere are, almost always, more than 

two ways of writing down the same linguistic message. For example, there are at least 

four common ways of writing a compound verb /hanasト加／（“discuss”）， viz.，話し合う，

話合う，話しあう， andはなしあう.This flexibility in orthography could be a strong 

obstacle for the co中山 search,needless to say. 

CSJ overcame this problem by providing two independent transcriptions called 

orthographic and phonetic transcriptions. In the orthographic tr加 scription,utterances 
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were transcribed by Kanji (Chinese logographs) and Kana (Japanese syllabary) characters 

following the rules of orthography that we established for CSJ. The new orthography 

was designed so that there is no degree of freedom. 

Phonetic transcription, on the other hand, uses Kana exclusively to仕anscribethe 

phonetic details of the utterances as exactly as possible within the limitation of a 

syllabary. 

The combination of orthographic and phonetic transcriptions provides powerful tool 

for the search of word-form variations. Fig. 5 shows schematically how the仕anscriptions

could be used for a search. In this case, word同 formvariation of adverb mo中heme

{yahari} （“a丘erall”）w出 examined.The left hand string of Kanii and Kana （矢張り） is 

the orthographic transcription of (the dictionary form of) the morpheme, while the right 

hand strings of /yahariん／yaQpari/,/yaQpaん／yapa/,and /yaQpasi/ are the variants of the 

adverb as they are represented in the phonetic transcription, and they are written 

exclusively in Kana. By making comparison of the同rotranscriptions in this way, it is 

possible to extract useful information about word-form variations. 

矢張り
{yahari} 

ヤハリ /yahari/ 

ヤツパリ /yaQpari/ 

ヤッパ /yaQpa/ 

ヤパ /ya pa/ 

ヤッパシ /yaQpasi/ etc. 

Figure 5: Orthographic and phonetic transcriptions 

2.3.2 Tuか wayPOS information 

CSJ provides two-way POS information based upon the SUW (short unit word) 

and LUW (long unit word). The two-way POS analysis is required because Japanese is 

a highly agglutinative language, and, unlike languages like English or Chinese, the 

definition of“word”is heavily theory dependent. 
Table 5 shows an example of two-way POS analysis. The example u枕eranceis taken 

from an APS of CSJ and means “Information obtained by means of binaural perception 

includes power spec加 minformation and binaural phase di宜erence.”Thesecond column 

of the table represents Romanized phonetic transcription coηesponding to each of the 

SUW shown in the third and fourth columns.“Dictionary form" in the third and fifth 
columns means the standardized orthographic representation of LEMMA co町・esponding
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to each SUW or LUW. Because dictionary色白nis concerned with LEMMA rather than 

word form, it represents the infinitive or ending form of a conjugation words (verbs and 

an auxiliary verb in the Table 5). 

If we compare the results of SUW analysis shown in the third and fourth columns 

and that of LUW analysis shown in the fifth and sixth, it加msout that successive 

occurrence of SUW nouns is interpreted as a single LUW noun. This happens three times 

in the example in“binaural perception”，“power spectrum information”， and “binaural 

phase di百erence”.As long as these examples are concerned, the LUW corresponds to a 

compound and the SUWs are its components. In the same table, however, we see more 

complex example, where a single LUW case particle /niyoQte/ （“by means of’） 

corresponds to 3 elements in the SUW consisting of a c出 eparticle (/niヴfollowedby a 

verb (/yoQ/), which is, in加m,followed by another C出 eparticle (/te乃．

Table 5: Example of two-way POS analysis 

Phonetic 
Short Unit Word (SU¥¥乃 Long Unit Word (LUW) 

Gloss Dictionary Dictionary 
Transcription 

Form 
POS 

Form 
POS 

binaural ryoHzi 両耳 N 
両耳受聴 N 

perception 勾司ichoH 受聴 N 

PLACE Ill Ptcl-Case 

be based upon yoQ 拠る v によって Pt cl”Case 

CONJUNCTION te て Ptcl-Conj 

obtain eru 得る v 得る v 
information zyoHhoH 情報 N 情報 N 

PLACE ni Ptcl-Case Ptcl-Case 

TOPIC wa は PtcトTopic lま Ptcl-Topic 

power pawaH パワー N パワース

spectre supekutoru スベクトル N ベクトノレ N 

information zyoHhoH 情報 N 情報

and to と Ptcl-Case と Ptcl-Case 

binaural ryoHzi 両耳 N 

between kaN 間 Suffix 両耳間位
N 

phase isoH 位相 N 相差

difference sa 差 N 

NOMINATIVE ga カ2 Ptcl-Case カ2 Ptcl-Case 

exist an 有る v 有る v 
POLITE 立iasu ます Auxiliary ます Auxiliary 
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2.3.3 Intonation labels 

X _JToBI (Maekawa et al. 2002, NIJL 2006），組 extendedversion of the仁ToBI 

intonation labeling scheme (Venditti 1997, 2005) was developed for the labeling of 

spontaneous speech. The new scheme is capable of expressing the details of the prosodic 

characteristics of spontaneous speech including, among other thing, boundary pitch 

movements (i.e., the characteristic movement of pitch at the phrase boundary) and their 

variation. 

2.3.4 Impression rating 

Impression rating is the subjective rating of various impressions that listeners 

perceive from spontaneous talks. CSJ provides two kinds of impression rating data. 

Each monologue talk (APS, SPS, and PL) was evaluated at the time of recording by 

a rater about speaking rate, speaking style, spontaneity of the talk, etc. Although 

different talks were evaluated by different raters (i.e., the rater was not uniform for all 

talks), the resulting impression rating data turned out to be very useful for the analysis 

of language variations. See §§3.3 and 3.4 below. This data is called simplex impression 

rating data. 

There is another type of impression rating data called multiplex data. Monologue 

talks in the Core were evaluated by 10 raters using psychological scales developed 

specially for CSJ (Yamazumi et al. 2005). 

2.3.5 Clause boundary label 

It is often very difficult to label the sentence boundary of spontaneous speech. It is 

in most cases possible, however, to label the boundary of s戸itacticclauses, i.e., the 

syntactic unit consisting of predicates and their complements. All transcription files of 

the CSJ were automatically classified with respect to the morphological characteristics 

of the predicates using the result of POS analysis (mostly SUW information). For all 

talks included in the Core, the results of the automatic classification were checked and, 

if necessary, corrected by human labelers. 

3. Analysis of some selected language variations 

In this section, results of some pilot studies about language variation will be 

presented. Examples are selected so that they cover as wide range of the levels of 

linguistic s佐田町reas possible. All examples use CSJ as the source, needless to say. Note, 
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however, that some of the studies reported below were conducted while the compilation 

of the CSJ W出 underwayin order to evaluate the use白lnessof the co叩us(Maekawa 

2004, Maekawa et al. 2003 for example). As the result, some of the results reported 

below did not use the current version of CSJ as its source, but I believe that there would 

not be much difference even if we conduct reanalysis using the publicly available 

version of the CSJ. 

3.1 Vowel devoicing 

It is well known that in Japanese close vowels, -/i/ and /u/-, are devoiced when 

they are preceded and followed by voiceless consonants. This is the句rpicalenvironment 

of vowel devoicing in Japanese, but this is by no means the only environment of vowel 

devoicing, as aptly summarized in Vance (1987). Maekawa ＆阻kuchi(2005) analyzed a 

subset ofCSJ-Core containing 427,973 vowels and reported several interesting findings. 

Table 6 compares the devoicing rate of five Japanese vowels under the four phono-

logical environments defined in terms of the voicing of 叫acentconsonants. It shows 

that close vowels are not completely devoiced even under the typical environment of 

devoicing (i.e., Cl and C2 are both Co); it also shows that there isn’t any environment 

where devoicing is completely avoided. 

Table 6: Rate of vowel devoicing as a function of the voicing of adjacent consonants 

Cl=Preceding consonant, C2=Following consonal)t, Co=Voiceless consonant, Cv=Voiced consonant. 

VOWEL Cl C2 VOICED DEVOICED %DEVOICED 

Co Co 12,214 262 2.10 

Co Cv 18,570 92 0.49 
a 

24,943 481 1.89 Cv Co 

Cv Cv 19,867 29 0.15 

Co Co 5,550 190 3.31 

Co Cv 10,890 116 1.05 
e 

Co 11,552 323 2.72 Cv 

Cv Cv 11,388 29 0.25 

Co Co 1,475 12,124 89.15 

1 
Co Cv 10,556 2,219 17.37 

Cv Co 9,200 126 1.35 

Cv Cv 12,072 133 1.09 

Co Co 12,247 437 3.45 

Co Cv 19,752 365 1.81 。
Co 14,650 13 0.09 Cv 

Cv Cv 16,802 14 0.08 
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VOWEL Cl C2 VOICED DEVOICED %DEVOICED 
Co Co 1,732 9,267 84.25 
Co Cv 11,851 3,133 20.91 

u 
Cv Co 5,562 127 2.23 
Cv Cv 7,748 61 0.78 

It has been pointed out by phoneticians that close vowels tend not to be devoiced 

in the environment where more than two morae (syllables) could be sequentially devoiced. 

Words like /susi/ （“sushi’＇）， /kucusita/ （“SOX”）， /kikuci/ (Japanese surname) and ／白kusiki/

（“duplex”） contain environments of sequential devoicing. 

This tendency has been acknowledged by many phoneticians, but the mechanism 

of the avoidance, i.e., the mechanism that determines which vowel is to be devoiced and 

which is not, was not clearly recognized. Analysis of spontaneous speech revealed 

interesting tendency with respect to sequential devoicing. 

Fig. 6 shows the devoicing rate of two a司jacentclose vowels in the environment of 

sequential devoicing as a function of the combination of the manners of articulation of 

the morn-initial consonants. The notation like ‘FIA’means that the consonant of the 

first close vowel （‘Vl ')is企icativeand that of the second close vowel （‘V2’） is affricate. 

There is a clear trading relationship between the devoicing rates ofVl and V2, with the 

sole exception of‘S/S'. 

Speakers tended to avoid devoicing of Vl especially in the environment of ‘FIF二
宮／S’， and‘A/F'. In these environments, devoicing of Vl gives rise to two consecutive 

fricatives (including the last half of affricates) or consecutive stops. The consonant 

sequences like [kk] (as in /kikuci乃，［kts]（出 inthe first half of /kucusita/, where /c/ is 

affricate) are phonetically realized as the consecutive occurrence of two sound spikes on 

the time dimension, and is often difficult to be perceived. Similarly，合icativesequences 

like [sSJ (as in I印刷 or[tsJ] (as in I同cusitai)can be difficult to be perceived. On the 

other hand, environments like ‘FIA’and ‘F/S’are easy to be perceived even when Vl is 

devoiced, because the consonant sequences are clearly punctuated by the presence of 

stops (including the first half of affricates). 
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F/A F/S A/S S/A A/A S/F F/F S/S A/F 

盤 %DevoicedV1 口%DevoicedV2 

Figure 6: Devoicing rate of adjacent close vowels in the environment of sequential 

devoicing. Vl: First vowel, V2: Second Vowel, F: Fricative, A: Affricate, S: Stop. 

3.2 Phrasing of accented particles 

おfostdialects of Japanese have lexically speci日edpitch accent. Tokyo Japanese 

that is the main target of the CSJ is no exception. Lexical items in these dialects are 

specified for the presence and absence of lexical accent, and in the case of presence, the 

location of pitch accent as well. 

When lexical items are joined together to form an utteranceラ however,not all 

accents are realized as they are specified in the lexicon. There are rules of compound 

word accentuation, and there are also rules of accentual phrasing. 

Accentual phrase (AP) is the most important unit of Japanese prosody in which fil 

盟控凶盟 lexicalaccent can be specified (iム anAP is either accented or unaccented). 

Therefor・e,rules, or principles, of accentual phrasing has to detennine which accent is to 

be deleted when there are more thanれTYOaccents in the string of lexical items that are to 

be integrated into a single AP. 

Most of the existing literatures on AP in Tokyo Japanese says that accent in the 

accented particles will be lost when they follow accented nouns, or verb sometimes, to 

fonn an AP. For example, particle／立ia*de/（“to” 

accentラ willbecome unaccented when it follows accented nouns like /kyo*Hto十made/

（“to Kyoto”） or /yo＊四十made/（“to the night"), while it retains its accent when it follows 

unaccented nouns like /yokohama十ma*de/（“to Yokohama”） or /yuHgata+ma*de/ （“to 

the eveni時”）．
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This description is widely acknowledged. But as郎teobservers of spontaneous 

Japanese are aware that this is not always the case. Fig. 7 is taken from Maekawa & 

Igarashi (2006) that examined the behavior of twかmoraaccented particles that formed 

an AP with the immediately preceding accented lexical items in the CSJ. 

0百 20弘 40弘 60弘 80% 100詰

Fニ
SURA 

SA主

NOMI 

MAD正

YORI 

KOSO 

SIKA 

トJADO

DEWA 

DEMO 

口0 四0.5 堕 1

Figure 7: Prosodic independence of two”mora accented particle 

0: particle accent is deleted, 1: accent not deleted, 

0.5: two labelers did not agree with respect to particle accent. 

In this figure, accentedness of 10 two帽 moraaccented particles was compared. The 

shaded bar (shown as“1門 inthe legend) represents the percentage of cases where 

particle accent was not deleted, and, the dotted bar represents the case where何roraters 

gave different judgment about the accentedness of particle. The open bar, accordingly, 

represents the cases where accent in the particles were deleted. This figure suggests 

strongly that the rule about AP forτnation of accented particles is virtually an optional 

rule, or there might be many hitherto unknown factors that prevent the rule from being 

applied. 

Maekawa & Igarashi (2006) examined the effects of various linguistic and extra幽

linguistic factor・son the phrasing and concluded that the most influential factor was the 

semantic prope託yof particles. Particles whose semantic function is emphasis and/or 

limitation tend to constitute an AP of their own. 
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3.3 Word coalescence 

Under some circumstances, function words like particles and auxiliary verbs can 

be merged with their adjacent words. This phenomenon is called word coalescence. 

Among the most frequent word coalescences of Tokyo Japaneseラ coalescenceof /de/ 

and /wa/ into /zya/ was analyzed. This coalescence can be found in two word sequences 

that are completely distinct from a linguistic point of view; case particle /de/ followed 

by topic particle /wa/ on the one hand, and, auxiliary verb /da/ in its adverbal form (i.e., 

/de/) followed by the topic particle, on the other. 

Fig. 8 is the result of a pilot decision幽 treeanalysis of the coalescence that I recently 

conducted. As shown in the top box, the overall coalescence rate is 22.0%. But we can 

predict the occurrence of coalescence more accurately if we know the POS of /de/; the 

rate becomes 1.7% and 42.6% when /de/ is particle and auxiliary verb respectively. In 

the save vein, but to a much lesser extent, factors like type of talks (APS or・SPS）ラ

speaking style （おrmality),and spontaneity (spontaneous or prepared) could be useful 

for the prediction of coalescence. Note the last two factors mentioned above are part of 

simplex impression r前ingdata. Note also that all these factors, both linguistic and 

extra”linguistic are provided in the CSJ. 

Speaking 
Style 

POS 
of /de/ 

Type of 
Talks 

Figure 8: Decision閉 treeof word coalescence /de／÷／wa/ => /zya/ 

Digits show the rate of coalescence. 

3.4 Boundary pitch movements 

Boundary pitch movement (BPM) is those characteristic intonations that mark the 
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end of accentual phrases. This is one of the areas of Japanese intonation study that is 

veηr interesting but underdeveloped. 

In the X-JToBI labeling, the normal falling加newas marked by the label 'L%’and 

all BPM were labeled as one of the followings：‘L%H%’（rise), 'L%LH%’（another type 

of rise, called “insisting rise”），‘L%HL%’（rising-falling 加ne），‘L%HLH%’

(rising-falling-rising tune). In addition to these basic categories, variations of intonation 

were represented by additional labels like ‘FR’（standing for “floating rise”， a variant of 

L%H% and L%HL%) and 'PNLP’（“penult non-lexical prominence”， a temporal variant 

ofL%HL%). 

Fig. 9 shows the occuηence rates of L %H% and L %HL % as a function of the 

impression rating of speaking style and spontaneity (Maekawa et al. 2003). It is 

interesting to see that the behaviors of the two BPM are complementary. The rate of rising 

印ne(L %H%) correlates positively and negatively with speaking style and spontaneity 

respectively, while the rate of rising聞 falling旬ne(L %HL % ) correlates negatively and 

positively with speaking style and spontaneity. Note that higher number in speaking 

style means that the speaking style is more formal. 

L%H% 
25 
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10 

5十一 ｜一企ー SpeakingStyle 

－・－ Spontaneity 。
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Figure 9: Relationship between the occurrence rates of BPMs [%] and the impression 

rating of speaking style and spontaneity （油scissa).

3.5 Potential verb (introspection and behavior) 

Variation of potential verbs is one of the most well同 knownvariations in the 

verb-morphology of the present圃 dayJapanese. Traditionally, potential forms of vowel-

ending verbs like { miru} （‘see’）， and {taberu} ('eat’） are derived by inserting a potential 

suffix {rare} between their roots and suffix (i.e., I問／）， the resulting forms being 
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/mi-rare-ru/ and /tabe-rare-ru/. During the past hundred years or so, however, new 

potential su伍x/re/ has been emerging steadily. This is per se an interesting morphological 

variation. But the analysis of potential verbs provides very interesting finding about the 

survey methodology in the study of variation (Maekawa 2005b). 

Fig. 10 is the result of questionnaire survey about the potential form of {kuru} 

（‘come’） done by Japanese Government’s Agency of Cultural Affairs in 2001. In this 

survey, the su担jectswere shown the list of traditional /ko幽 rare-ru/and innovative 

/ko”re-ru/ (both mean‘able to come’）ラ andasked which one they used. In this figure, the 

innovative form overtook the traditional form in the group of subject born in the years 

197ト80.

On the other hand, Fig. 11 is the result obtained by analyzing CSJ. In this figure 

the traditional form was overtaken by the innovative form as early as in the group of 

subjects born in 1940-49. So, there is at least about 30 year difference between the two 

surveys with respect to the timing of the innovative formラstake-over. 

The most straightforward interpretation of this discrepancy would be that most 

subjects of the questionnaire survey were influenced by their norm of writing, probably 

without knowing it. Use of innovative forms in writings is still exceptional even among 

the s利 ectswho use innovative forms constantly in their speech. Needless to say, the 

data in CSJ is the ιreal’recording of the su句ects’speechbehavior without being biased 

by speakers’incorrect introspection on their own speech behavior. Data of CSJ can be 

used to check the validity of questionnaire survey in this way. 

100 

80. 

60 

［%］ 

40 

20 

。
・1930 1931-40 1941-50 1951-60 1961・701971-80 1981剛84

図 korareru 関 koreru

Figure 10: Result of a questionnaire survey about the use of potential form of {kuru} as 

a function of speakers’bi巾 year.
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Figure 11: CSJ data about the use of potential form of {kuru} as a 白nctionof speakers’ 

birth year. 

4. Analysis of word-form variation 

So far, we have seen results of pilot surveys about language variations in the levels 

of phonology, morphology, and prosody. In the rest of this paper, I will present the 

result of ongoing study concerning the variation of word閑 forms.This is not the analysis 

of particular lexical items, but the overall survey of the lexicon as a whole (Maekawa 

2005a, 2005b ). 

4.1 Data 

In this study, two types of data about word”from variation were extracted from the 

CSJ: they are tentatively called phonetic and mo中hologicalvariations. 

Phonetic variation, or P耐 variation,was recorded in the phonetic transcription by 

using the tag (W) as in the following examples; (W kokoH; kokoro ), (W deHtabeHsu; 

deHtaHbe司su),and (W kakemaHru; kakemawaru). In these examples, observed 

word-forms were recorded as the first element of the tag. The second element of the tag, 

separated from the first one by a semicolon, is the ‘standard’word幽 from.

The first example deals with the case where consonant Ir/ is dropped and replaced 

by a long vowel (/H/ represents the second mora of a long vowel). The second example 

is concerned with shortening of lexically specified long vowel. And, the last one is 

concerned with the drop of /w/ and replacement by a long vowel. All these examples are 

concerned with articulatory weakening. 
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The examples shown above occurred very frequently in spontaneous Japanese, but 

the tag is also applied for sporadic variations. For example, among the 8240 occu汀ences 

of lexeme {niQpon}, the cou凶ryname of Japan, /nihoN/ and /niQpoN/ occurred 7977 

and 195 times respectively. In addition to these何ro,there were other sporadic variants 

like /nioN/ (39 times), /nihoHN/ (16), /zihoN/ (2), /ioN/ (2) etc. 

Morphological variation, or M-variation, is the word-form variation that is not 

labeled by the tag (W). For example, none of the two variants of the country name of 

Japan, /nihoN/ and /niQpoN/ are marked by (W). Similarly, variants of the verb meaning 

to‘say＇，一／ iu/and小出／一， andvariants of the first四 personsingular pronoun，一

/watashi/ and /atashi/ are not marked by (W) altogether. The tag (W) is not applied to 

these variants for two reasons. For one, it is practically impossible to determine which 

variant is the ‘standard’one. For another, some of these variants are not phonetically 

motivated hence inappropriate to be marked by (W). 

Put differently, it was our principle to apply the (W) tag to the variations that are 

either sporadic or caused by articulatory weakening, or both. On the other hand, the tag 

is not applied to the cases where most native speakers are aware of the existence of the 

variation. In fact, the examples of M-variants shown above are usually found among the 

direction words in ordinary Japanese dictionaries. This is the direct consequence of 

speakers’awareness about the variation and variants. 

Due to the limitation of pages, detailed explanation about how M-variations were 

extracted has to be omitted with the exception of the following two important points. 

First, when we talk about ‘word-form’rather than‘word’， every conjugation form of a 

con ugational word will be counted田 differentword-forms. Ending-form, adnominal”form, 

hypothetical form etc. of a verb, for example, will be recognized as separate word-forms. 

Second, we hypothesized that every word-form has only one‘standard’form, which is 
called dictionary form or DF. As will be discussed in §4.5, this is clearly too strong a 

hypothesis, but this is required for the automatic extraction of M・variations.The process 

ofM-variation extraction is described in Maekawa (2005a, b). 

The data that will be analyzed below contains 302,019 M-variations. Because there 

were 130,951 P-variations in the co中us,the total number of variations was 432,970. 

Needless to say, these numbers represent the total (or‘running’） number of word-forms. 

The number of different word”forms was 11,379 including both P-and M-variations. 

4.2 Correlation with the talk types 

There is a correlation between the total occu汀encerate encompassing P-and 

M-variations and talk types. We have already seen this in Fig. 1 earlier. The general 

tendency is that the variation rate becomes higher in talks with lower formality and less 
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spontaneity. It is important to note, however, that even in the least spontaneous talk type 

of ‘READING’， about 4% of words showed word-form variation. This fact suggests 

strongly that the presence of word-form variation is virtually inseparable企omour speech 

behavior. 

4.3 Word-forms with high frequency of variation 

Table 7 lists 20 word-forms that showed the highest frequency ofnon-DF variants. 

The fourth column is the total企equencyof the wordイormsin question. The fifth column 

is the frequency of variants other than the‘standard’form (DF). The sixth column is the 

ratio of fifth column over the fourth. And, the last column is the number of speakers who 

uttered the word-form at least once. 

The most important fact concerning this table is that the sum of the frequency of 

norトDFvariants (the 5th column) reached as many as 325,639 and covers about 75% of 

the total number ofnon-DF variants in the co甲山．

The rate of variation shown in the sixth column of Table 7 is not necessarily the 

ratio of a single variant. Rather, it was usually the case that multiple variants were 

observed for a single lexeme. Table 8 is prepared to examine this problem. The second 

column is the number of different variants observed more than twice in the current data. 

As can be seen from the table, some word司 formshave more than 50 different variants. 

The third column of the table shows the coverage by the most frequent variant, i.e., the 

frequency of the top variant divided by the number shown in the fifth column of Table 7. 

Similarly, the fourth column shows the cumulative coverage by the top 3 variants. In 14 

word-forms out of20, top 3 variants cover more than 99% of the variants, and, there are 

only two items whose cumulative coverage does not reach 95%, {yahari} and {sore}. 

This table shows convincingly that it is not necessary to make a long list of non-DF 

variant to cover the majority of total variation. 

4.4 Word-forms with high rate of non-DF variation 

It is important to note that Tables 7 and 8 are concerned with the absolute企equency

ofnon-DF variants, and not with the rate of variation. Consequently, there are word-forms 

whose variation rate is not so high but listed in Table 7 because its occurrence企equency

is quite large. Particle /ni/ and copula /desu/ are good example. 

Table 9 shows the top 10 lexemes of the highest occu汀encerate of non・DFvariants. 

There are 3 items－｛凶Qpon},{iu}, and {yoi｝→hared by Tables 8 and 9. Note, in passing, 

word-forms whose frequencies were fewer than 10 were removed from the computation 

for this table. 
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Table 7: Twenty word-forms that showed the highest frequency of variations 

LEXE恥rn GLOSS POS (CF) N Freq. % Nof 

Non-DF Non-DF Speaker 

{iu} ‘say’ Verb (adnominal form) 132,818 132,332 99.6 1,411 

{no} ‘of’ Adnominal particle 153,521 79,829 52.0 1,326 

{keredo} ‘but’ Conjunction particle 47,032 26,534 56.4 1,092 

{nani} ‘what’ Pronoun 23,067 17,140 74.3 1,054 

{iu} ‘say’ Verb (ending form) 9,155 7,991 87.3 1,031 

{Qte} Adverbial particle 50,704 7,834 15.5 956 

{niQpoN} 'Japanヲ Noun 8,242 8,045 97.6 849 

{kurai} ιeven’ Adverbial particle 8,947 7,758 86.7 951 

{ni} ‘at’ Case particle 206,614 7,568 3.7 1,097 

{yahari} ‘a日terall' Adverb 11,746 7,022 59.8 706 

{sore} ‘that’ Pronoun 44,000 6,016 13.7 767 

{yoi} ‘good’ Adjective (adnominal foロn) 5,950 5,177 87.0 934 

{yoi} ‘good’ Adjective (ending form) 4,446 4,026 90.6 866 

{moH} ‘anymore’ Adverb 18,501 3,669 19.8 674 

{desu} Copula Aux. verb (ending form) 141,084 3,431 2.4 624 

{de} ‘and then’ Conjunction 55,717 3,290 5.9 756 

{mina} ‘everyone’ Noun 4,309 2,634 61.1 593 

{mono} ‘thing’ Noun 31,794 2,373 7.5 593 

{watasi} Pronoun 15,749 2,367 15.1 395 

{soH} ‘so’ Adverb 29,698 2,327 7.8 619 

Table 8: Coverage ofnon-DF variants by top variants (Same order ofrow as in Table 7) 

N of Different 
Coverage by Coverage by 

Top 3 Variants 
LEXEME(CF) 

Variants 
the Top the Top 3 

(From left to right) 
Variant(%) Variants (%) 

{iu} (adnom.) 31 90.3 99.6 小iH／，伊ii，／刊u/

{no} 15 52.2 99.7 IN/, /no/, /do/ 

{keredo} 53 53.2 98.5 /kedo/, /keredo/, /keHdo/ 

{nani} 25 73.9 97.4 /naN/, /nani/, /naNni/ 

{ iu} (ending) 11 90.3 99.0 /yuH/, /yu/, /yuu/ 

{Qte} 22 82.6 99.2 IQtel, Itel, IQtil 

{niQpoN} 6 96.8 99.6 lnihoNI, lniQpoNI, Inion! 

{kurai} 6 88.7 99.7 lgurail, lkurail, lgura/ 

{ni} 33 96.3 99.8 lnil, !NI, Iii 
{yahari} 56 49.3 91.9 lyaQparil, lyaharil, lyaQpal 

{sore} 98 85.8 93.8 lsorel, lsoel, lsoil 
{yoi} (adnom.) 5 86.0 99.7 liHI, Iyoν，Iii 
{yoi} (ending) 7 91.1 99.4 liHI, lyoil, Iii 
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N of Different 
Coverage by Coverage by 

Top 3 Variants 
LEXEME(CF) 

Variants 
the Top the Top 3 

(From left to right) 
Variant(%) Variants(%) 

{moH} 20 80.l 99.3 /moH/, Imo!, !mu! 

{ desu} (ending) 60 97.4 99.2 /desu/, /esu/, /su/ 

{de} 33 91.6 98.9 /de/, /Nde/, Itel 

{mina} 6 63.3 99.3 /miNna/, /mina/, /miNHna/ 

{mono} 25 92.3 99.4 /mono/, /moN/, /moH/ 

{watasi} 34 83.5 98.0 Iwata叫ん／atasi/,/tasi/ 
{soH} 28 92.0 99.0 /soH/, /so/, /soQ/ 

Table 9: Word-forms of the highest occuηence rates of non-DF variants 

N 
Nof 

Freq. % 
LEXEME POS (CF) Different 

(including DF) 
Variants 

Non-DF Non-DF 

{iu} Verb (adnominal form) 132,818 31 132,322 99.6 

{meHN} Noun 162 2 157 98.1 

{niQpoN} Noun 8,242 6 8,045 97.6 

{kaNzuru} Verb (adnominal form) 274 2 266 97.0 

{ simyureHsyoN} Noun 227 5 226 96.9 

{ enueicikeH} Noun 183 7 176 96.2 

{taiiku} Noun 151 3 145 96.0 

{syoHzuru} Verb (adnominal form) 116 2 106 94.0 

{poi} Suffix (adnominal form) 145 2 136 93.8 

{yoi} Adjective (ending form) 4,446 7 4,026 90.6 

4.5 Entropy of word-forms 

In the computation of variation rates presented above, we hypothesized that there 

is one and only one‘standard’DF for a given word-form, but this is a problematic 

hypothesis. There are many word-forms that have more than two 'standard’forms. For 

example, lexeme {niQpon} has two frequent word-forms /nihoN/ and /niQpoN/ both of 

which are registered in dictionaries. Similar examples include {yoi} （“good’＇， frequent 

DF beingケoi/and /i町）， {iu} （“sayヘ／iu/and /yuH/), {iku} （“to goヘ／iku/and /yuktν）， 

{watasi} (1st person pronoun, /watasi/ and /atasi ), {mina} （“everybody”，／mina/ and 

/miNna ), and so forth. 

In these word-forms, the rate of variation could change drastically depending on 

the choice of DF. In the case of {niQpoN} for example, the cu灯entrate of 97.6% (see 

Table 7) becomes 2.4% or even less, if we adopt /nihoN/ as the DF. Note that this is not at 

all a strange choice for the native speakers of Japanese. Clearly, an index of variability 
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that does not make reference to‘standard’word-form is needed to avoid this kind of 

indeterminism in the quanti五cationof word-form variation. 

Entropy (in the sense of information sciences) is one such index. Entropy H of a 

probabilistic event E is the index of the predictability of E and is defined as 

H=LPi I(Pi) 

where p is the probability distribution of the event E and I(pi) is defined as 

I(Pi)＝ーlog2Pi

and is called the information (or information quantity) of the event. 

If H=l (unit of entropy is BIT), the event is as predictable as the result of coin 

tossing; the entropy of dice is about 2.585, showing that the prediction of dice is much 

more difficult than coin tossing. 

Table 10 shows the entropy of word-forms previously shown in Tables 7 and 8. As 

predicted, entropy of {iu} in its adnominal form, or, {niQpoN} is low because most of 

the occuηences is occupied by a single word四 formwhich happened not to be identified 

as the DP. On the other hand, en仕opyof {no}, { nani}, and { mina} are about 1. 0 because 

in these items two equally frequent word-forms are observed. And, lastly, entropy of 

{yahari} is higher than 2.0 because there are many word-forms that are used more or 

less frequently: for the to凶 occurrenceof 11,746, /yaQpari/ (N=5793），ケahari/(3999), 

/yaQpa/ (998), /yaQpai/ (256), /yaQpasi/ (112), /parν(112) and so fo此h.

Table 10: En仕opy(H) of word-forms shown in Tables 7 and 8 

LEXEME GLOSS POS (CF) N 
Freq. % 

H 
Non-DF Non-DF 

{iu} ‘say’ Verb (adnominal form) 132,818 132,332 99.6 0.587 
{no} ‘of’ Adnominal particle 153,521 79,829 52.0 1.033 
{keredo} ‘but’ Conjunction particle 47,032 26,534 56.4 1.477 
{nani} ‘what’ Pronoun 23,067 17,140 74.3 1.106 
{iu} ιsay’ Verb (ending form) 9,155 7,991 87.3 0.628 
{Qte} Adverbial particle 50,704 7,834 15.5 0.899 
{niQpoN} ‘Japan’ Noun 8,242 8,045 97.6 0.251 
{kurai} ‘even’ Adverbial particle 8,947 7,758 86.7 0.546 
{ni} ‘at’ Case particle 206,614 7,568 3.7 0.262 
{yahari} ‘after all' Adverb 11,746 7,022 59.8 2.010 
{sore} ‘that’ Pronoun 44,000 6,016 13.7 1.146 
{yoi} ‘good’ Adjective (adnominal form) 5,950 5,177 87.0 0.687 
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LEXEME GLOSS POS (CF) N 
Freq. % 

H 
Non-DF Non-DF 

{yoi} ‘good’ Adjective (ending form) 4,446 4,026 90.6 0.515 

{moH} ‘anymore’ Adverb 18,501 3,669 19.8 0.799 

{desu} Copula Au;ic verb (ending form) 141,084 3,431 2.4 0.251 

{de} ‘and then' Con unction 55,717 3,290 5.9 0.566 

{mina} ‘everyone’ Noun 4,309 2,634 61.1 1.076 

{mono} ‘thing’ Noun 31,794 2,373 7.5 0.464 

{watasi} Pronoun 15,749 2,367 15.1 1.650 

{soH} ‘so’ Adverb 29,698 2,327 7.8 0.516 

5. Conclusion 

As shown by the examples shown above, CSJ is an invaluable resource for the 

analysis of language variation. It is the current author’s wish to conduct these kinds of 

surveys more systematically to grasp the entire pic加reof language variation in spoken 

Japanese. And, ultimately, the result obtained from the CSJ should be compared to the 

variation of written language to get the白Hpicture of the variation in the Japanese 

language. 
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